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Circular letter also avaliable in english and french (8)
MY GENES BELONG TO ME!
Dear friends of the worldwide anamed work!
INTRO:
The picture shows in the foreground medicinal plants in full splendor in lush green surroundings,
and in the background dead trees in the yellow firelight, a firelight like we just see every day on
TV. In the foreground "foxglove", a medicinal plant, highly poisonous to fend off its predators....and
in the right dosage, today as tablets, is highly effective against heart disease. And in the
background, actually dead trees, but still have mouths and eyes that speak to us, announce a
message, and at the same time are the basis for moss and ferns, new life. The copyright for this
painting gives us the artist Ingrid Hilleckes, thank you!!!
---Some of you asked why the newsletter was so long in coming? Don't worry: we have all been
active non-stop. Example: Revision of the "Artemisia Monograph" in German (202), English (204)
and French (203); available as booklet or download at www.anamed-edition.com
---Further: YouTube videos on the cultivation of Artemisia in these three languages. Also a review
on 35 years of anamed association: Please write in Google "anamed international official
YouTube"
---to the association activities will follow a separate newsletter!!!
PREFACE ONLY TO THE CHRISTIANS AMONG YOU:
Corona-, political confidence- and climate crisis have become closely connected to the general
crisis. Crisis? Almost 2000 years ago, a regime critic named Paul is part of a prisoner transport on
a ship to Rome for trial...and gets into distress at sea. Shortly before the shipwreck, he of all
people, the prisoner, calls out to the ship's crew: "But now I exhort you, take heart; for none of you
will perish, only the ship will go down... for this night the angel of the God to whom I belong and
whom I serve came to me"... And then, in the 10th chapter of the Acts of the Apostles, there is a
"happy ending", the ship sinks, but the prisoners, contrary to expectation, are released in time: "so
it happened that they all came to land saved."
Or in other words: here, regime loyalists and critics, lateral thinkers, supervisors, conformists,
crisis winners are all in the same boat. And all of them will perish together in the storm of the
Corona pandemic if they do not get together, loosen their chains, save life instead of capital. The
vaccination campaign was delayed in the beginning not by "vaccination mongers" but by
"vaccination industry mongers" because the patent holders could not agree on compensation for
months because the vaccination industry cared more about "having" than "being".
The social budget of the states has been ruined by the pandemic. In contrast, professors who, for
example, founded the vaccination industry Moderna, have suddenly become billionaires.
Professors, however, who like Prof. Seeberger research inexpensive corona or cancer remedies
from plants, are inhibited by all means. But: we are all in the same boat! The cultivation of
medicinal plants binds carbon dioxide and promotes neglected agriculture! In the Bible it is written
in Sirach 38,4: "The Lord makes the medicine grow out of the earth, and a reasonable man does
not despise it" Nowhere it is written in the Bible, that this verse is of course only valid until
15.5.1997, the entry into force of the Novel Food Regulation in the EU!!!!

If we, starting in small circles, develop Christian charity, rewrite all corrupt laws, regulations,
medical textbooks, and patent specifications in the face of climate catastrophe, putting SURVIVAL
at the center, this general crisis of mankind can be defeated, internationally! Worldwide, anamed
groups are working to develop low-cost raw materials, food and medicines and make them
available to the very poorest. I think it is fantastic that you support this survival aid with your
donations. In a time of isolation, of lack of contact, of the "save yourself who can" philosophy!
FOREWORD TO THE SUPER RICH AMONG YOU ONLY:
Hey guys, this morning I ate my cereal: Full of vitamins, much in it from farmer friends or from my
own garden. You super rich: Are you eating gold-plated cereal or what? An unemployed person
feels happy when he receives 20 euros more in social benefits next month. How many happiness
hormones are released in your brain when 100 instead of 99 million euros appear in your account?
Zero. Mr. Musk, Mr. Bezos, Mr. Branson: how can you boost space tourism, sell a ticket for
212,000 euros and at the same time not look the flood victims in the Ahr valley, the fire victims in
California, the starving people in Madagascar in the eye, yes, you don't even come to the funeral
of the victims, although your C0-2 emissions, your proverbial light-mindedness is the cause. Mr.
Gates, why do you soon end Windows 10 and start with Windows 11, although nobody needs it
and thereby again infinite electronic waste of "non-compatible" devices land on African garbage
dumps and pollute the environment even in a thousand years. You are a role model for other
super rich people: why are you then the biggest land owner of the USA, whereby land becomes
scarce, agricultural products become more expensive (according to UN-FAO in the last 12 months
in developing countries by 40%!) and thus unimagined famines are there today, as our anamed
project partners report to us all over the world? Who spends 10% of his salary on food, as in
Europe, this gives an increase of his life by 4%. Whoever used to spend 100% of his income on
food in Africa and could just about survive with it, now needs 140%....which means, in a very
primitive way, death by starvation. So primitive has the rich part of mankind become, so
unsolidaric, so egoistic, so unimaginative, so unhappy. And the stupid thing about it: so politically
influential. So: Join us at anamed!
FOREWORD TO POLITICIANS ONLY: HEALTH POLICY: FROM PITY TO RIP-OFF
Our global health policy has gone from compassion to rip-off. It is simply sad how politicians divide
scientists into wanted and unwanted and invite only the "right" ones to their conferences....then
sell their results as "democratic" and silence critics. Now I'm getting personal! Because from 1976
to 1979 I worked for my doctoral thesis of the Department of Virus Immunology of the German
Cancer Research Center in Heidelberg. My task was to investigate how a human body is steeled
by environmental random germs so that it can protect itself against viruses. So: who gets daily
small injuries by working in the cow shed or in the allotment garden, develops "Natural killer- cells"
as part of his white blood cells; these protect him then sometimes against new germs like e.g.
Corona. That I did not receive a prize from the pharmaceutical industry for this was clear!!! It is
also clear that I am not invited to speak at conferences by politicians in the EU, Germany or BaWü. That my "life's dream" or "life's work" called anamed thus meets with almost worldwide
resistance is therefore only logical! The "general crisis" is also a loss of confidence in health
policy. Example medicinal plants: It is known since 2005 that Artemisia annua is active against
coronaviruses in vitro. A SINGLE anonymous person then quickly put this medicinal plant on the
"index" (in the "Belfrit List", a preform of the Novel Food Regulation) and thus caused the
unnecessary death of thousands of sick people; commonly called the pharmaceutical mafia. On
this anonymous lobbyperson now regulations, laws and finally court decisions against us came
about...and no responsible person in the district, country Ba-Wü, federal government, EU...even
wants to know the backgrounds. As an example the judgement in (6) is called. And so it goes with
30,000 medicinal plants, which are still waiting for their approval: greed for profit tears our world
into the abyss.

We need politicians who are not shrugging shoulders ("What the heck, I can't help it"), but
politicians who seek the truth even if they are elected for it less or not at all. Dear decision
makers, please tick:
1.the climate catastrophe is real: "The alarm bells are deafening" said UN Secretary General
Guterres today (9.8.2021): Agreed?
2.Higher temperatures bring more floods and droughts and thus more poverty among the
population. Agreed?
3.This spreads more infectious and tropical diseases. Agreed?
4. medicines are becoming more expensive, but the world population is becoming poorer.
Therefore, the flow of refugees to us is increasing. Do you agree?
5. tropical diseases are not lucrative for the pharmaceutical industry compared to lifestyle products
like sexual enhancers. Agreed?
6.The UN Declaration of Human Rights of 1948 states, "Everyone has the right...to health...and
medical care...and the right to security in...sickness...." . Do you agree with this view?
7.But if people become poorer and poorer and medicine becomes more and more expensive,
proven or even new, even tropical, medicinal plants, grown cheaply, can lead a way out of this
misery. Do you agree?
8 The Novel Food Regulation of the EU was intended as a guideline, but was trickily brought close
to the law. Thus, the approval of such a plant as food costs up to one million euros.....and as a
medicine up to one billion euros. In other words, is completely blocked. Help us to abolish this
blockade, namely the Novel Food Regulation? Will you help us save millions of lives with it, or will
you shrug your shoulders?
MAIN PART VACCINES: HANDS OFF MY GENES !
"Tradi vaccines yes, gene vaccines no!
When the Covid-2 virus emerged in late 2019, it was actually natural to consider time-honored
methods of making vaccines and drugs. After all, when a researcher wants to counter a new
threat, they leave ALL methods the same and only change one parameter, which is the new threat
or antidote. Example: Ms. Pamela Weathers left all her old known methods the same and changed
in them only the plant, e.g. Artemisia, against the Corona virus in vitro. With this she got promising
results (9). It would have been a nonsense for her to turn the methods upside down now as well.
It would have been quite normal now in the early 2020s to look for inexpensive, traditionally
producible vaccines, and to support their research...let's call them
"Tradi vaccines," obtained by weakening or killing the pathogen or using its proteins as antigens
(tetanus, polio, influenza, measles, etc.).
The route of administration could also be cheap: For example, an oral Corona vaccine with drops
or tablets, or a Corona spray for single inhalation. A Corona spray would actually have several
advantages: It would be cheap, it would be easy to use, and the immune response
(immunoglobulin A) would then already be active in the respiratory tract. After all, the virus does
not usually reach the body through contaminated syringes, but through the respiratory tract! By
injections, however, the body forms the less suitable immunoglobulin G!

Researchers are and have been available: At least 303 vaccine projects are being advanced
worldwide; the WHO alone currently counts 292 projects (as of July 27, 2021), (2).
The founder of vaccine science, Louis Pasteur raged against his critics: "To test existing ideas,
that is the living flame of science. On the contrary, fixed ideas are a danger. " We at anamed
welcome the "living flame of science" and mourn the fixed ideas of some (not all!) politicians in the
Corona Pandemic. WHY did Germany and EU, support and approve the gene vaccines (4) and
not support and fund traditional, gene-sparing methods???? How was it possible that the gene
manipulation philosophy gained the upper hand?
Sentences like "We need a corona vaccination! There is one for measles, too! Vaccination
opponents are interspersed with extremists! Vaccination opponents endanger the general public"
etc. are scattered. Even the Greens join in to ridicule vaccination critics as vaccination muffins.
Where science stops the mockery begins! Environmentalists say nevertheless also not: "People
eat gene corn, potatoes eat you finally also!" Why were there no nationwide demonstrations with
pepper spray and water cannons when the measles vaccination was made compulsory? Because
at that time the suffering was in the center, not the profit! Each politician should be glad
nevertheless, if the population engages itself critically! The following is important to me:
1.Louis Pasteur was the founder of vaccination strategies. He said, " The microbe is nothing, the
terrain is everything!" (3). Today he would probably say, "The virus is nothing, the environment is
everything!" or more clearly, "Corona is nothing, the political milieu is everything!"
2. This political milieu is suspiciously bad. Voters realize that money is more important than health
. Why else did Mrs. Merkel make a banker Spahn health minister? Why won't Mr. Spahn say what
he used to finance his villa all of a sudden? Why strange financial transfers to the family of the
health coordinator of the EU Commission? Why advance payments by Mr. Spahn to the RNA
pharmaceutical industry for the year 2022, when there may be other, much better vaccines by
then?
3.Why are all research funds concentrated on the GEN vaccine industry? At the moment only the
4 known vaccines are approved in the FRG, which run under the collective term "gene-based". In
reality all four cause a gene manipulation with uncertain outcome:
a.)Viruses are all-rounders. The path from DNA to RNA to PROTEIN is not a one-way street.
"Retroviruses" e.g. the AIDS virus manage to convert RNA into DNA. They do this with the help of
a tool they always have with them: An enzyme called "reverse transcriptase". They may be able to
"lend" this feat to coronaviruses as well ....damit would have made the coronavirus the genetic
inheritance of this human.
b.)Retroviruses are not rare: several thousand endogenous retroviruses have already crept into
the human genome and from there can cause people to be more susceptible to certain
diseases.(1)
Tradi vaccination methods have now been replaced by gene vaccination methods from the
beginning, which is a nonsense and causes protests worldwide, now just in France against the
"Green Pass". The superficiality in politics is unbearable for me: "Compulsory vaccination for
children, yes or no" That is not the question at all! The question is: "Which vaccines on a
traditional basis are recommended or even necessary for which age groups?"
4.Landesvater Kretschmann has called on citizens to fight Corona with "all means". Anamed
specializes in medicinal plants. But the EU policy, lo and behold, does not want to know anything
about these means! The EU prefers to fight the medicinal plants rather than Corona; that is why
we have been involved in legal proceedings for years (at the moment before the Mannheim
Administrative Court!) And now the politicians are fighting us instead of the Corona virus. The fact
that even doctors certify to the district administrator that Artemisia annua protects people

prophylactically and therapeutically against Corona and other diseases is used as an argument
AGAINST this plant, because this would make it a medicinal product subject to approval. We do
not need to call any more conspiracy theory, the state supplies it in this document itself. Because it
is clear from this that it is in the public interest that people who become healthy thanks to "novel"
medicinal plants would also have been better off staying ill(5). Mr. Kretschmann, Mrs. van der
Leyen, Mrs. Merkel, Mr. Spahn, is this seriously your intention? What does the oath of Hippocrates
still mean to you, what does the simplest human right, namely the right to life, mean to you?
5.WHO, at the influence of the super-rich, warns governments worldwide not to prevent or treat
corona, malaria, cancer, etc. with tea leaves of Artemisia annua. However, the artemisinin it
contains is 100 times more expensive as an injection than in tea, so it is only available to rich
private patients! Asked about this injustice, the WHO writes: "The World Health Organization
(WHO) is building a better future for people everywhere" (4) I can only say: rarely did I laugh so
much!
6.a question to citizens in industrialized countries: Our unhealthy lifestyle favors the spread of
Corona. Children should endure masks and vaccinations so that adults can go to nightclubs and
red light houses?
7.My complaint to the Federal Government of Germany: Why does our "Christian" government
oppose the patent release for developing countries? Corona has caused 4 million deaths, yet
patent release negotiations are being held before the WTO, not WHO: Instead of compassion,
knowledge about health is considered a commodity.
My indictment of the industrialized world: CO-2 emissions from industrialized countries spoil the
climate in developing countries, non-African fishing fleets around Africa increase hunger there.
Mineral resources come from Africa to the industrialized world and go back there as scrap: all this
damages health and increases susceptibility to pandemics there...and flight thoughts!
9.Recommendations to developing countries:
a.)Your inhabitants are proud and full of life thanks to local medicinal plants that have been in use
for thousands of years. Do not let EU and WHO take away the use of your medicinal plants!
b.) Medicinal plants, exercise, fresh food, healthy agriculture, cultural and humanitarian cohesion,
prayers, all these are first and effective steps to survival.
c.) It is nonsensical to ask you for European approval to produce your own vaccines. Develop
your own measures and vaccines against Corona.

MY ANSWERS TO FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
1.Should I get vaccinated or not? Answer: if it is urgent, yes, even with these gene vaccines AstraZenika, Moderna, Johnson&Johnson, BioNtech. If it is not urgent, wait for the Trad vaccines that
do not compromise genes. For example, WHO has approved two Chinese dead vaccines, from
Sinovac and Sinopharm, and the American vaccine from Novavax company as a protein antigen
vaccine like the usual flu vaccine may also be approved soon. However, it would be better if each
country would produce their own Trad vaccines!!!!
2. does Artemisia annua also work in Long -Covid? Answer: we don't know, but would be grateful
to get feedback.
3. how can I support you? Answer: it is not about "us". I am happy if you make political pressure to
abolish the Novel Food Regulation. I am happy if you save people from Corona with any medicinal

plants or heal them after an infection. I am happy when you show YouTube videos of anamed in
lectures. I am happy if you integrate the "anamed philosophy" into your own association; help poor
people in developing countries to heal themselves instead of waiting for gifts.
4. i want to know more? Answer: The online congress by Christel Ströbel on Artemisia received a
great response. The course of the congress can be viewed/purchased there: https://www.medizinder-erde.com/home-mde4/.
5. what is the current status in the legal dispute? Answer: To accommodate the court, Initiative
XYZ, whose name I am not allowed to mention here, writes on the labels: Not for consumption,
use as raw material. This has led to a large drop in sales, which was of course intended.
Customers migrate to companies, even those with poor quality, which for some inexplicable
reason are not taken to court. Even if there
"against malaria" is written on the package insert. However, the main proceedings have not yet
been decided, and the urgent proceedings to confiscate the goods of Initiative XYZ are
unfortunately being maintained by the district administration.
6. my wife and I drank Artemisia tea before and after the vaccination and, unlike the whole group,
did not feel any side effects of the vaccination. Does this mean that the vaccination did not work?
Answer: No, as the Pharmazeutische Zeitung writes (7).
7. my doctor is not familiar with A-3 and does not have time to read up on it. Do you have a
presentation on Artemisia and Corona? Answer: Yes, see download (8)
Dear collaborators! We wish you hope, which leads to faith, further to energy, further to active
small groups, and thus to islands of bliss and commitment in the North and South, thank you very
much that you exist!
Your Hans-Martin Hirt

Source:
(1)https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Endogenes_Retrovirus
(2)Zitat www.vfa.de
(3)https://www.deutschlandfunk.de/louis-pasteur-kampf-den-keimen.871.de.html?dram:article_id=316281
(4)https://www.afro.who.int/news/who-statement-clinical-trial-cvo-remedy
(5) Zitat aus dem Schreiben des Landratsamtes Rems-Murr vom 29.4.2021 an das Verwaltungsgericht Stuttgart: Seite vier: „Unzählige Briefe und
E-Mails von Verbrauchern und auch Medizinern, die ebendiese Verwendung als Tee zur Krankheitsprävention und Immunstärkung beschreiben,
liegen vor.“ Und als Konsequenz heißt es auf Seite drei: „Die verfügten Vollstreckungsmaßnahmen sind offensichtlich rechtmäßig; das öffentliche
Interesse an der sofortigen Vollstreckung überwiegt…..“…“Zwangsmittel dürfen insbesondere wiederholt und solange angewendet werden, bis der
Verwaltungsakt vollzogen…ist“. (Ganzer Text verfügbar gegen 5 Euro in Briefmarken)
(6) VGH Urteil: http://lrbw.juris.de/cgi-bin/laender_rechtsprechung/document.py?Gericht=bw&Datum=2021&nr=33850&Blank=1
(7) https://www.pharmazeutische-zeitung.de/impfung-auch-ohne-nebenwirkungen-erfolgreich-125330/
(8)Download Verzeichnis „ Powerpoint Artemisia – von Malaria zu Corona“ unter https://www.anamed-edition.com/en/downloads.html (Wird diese
Woche noch in drei Sprachen hochgeladen)
(9)Artemisia annua L. extracts inhibit the in vitro replication of SARS-CoV-2 and two of its variants: Artemisia annua L. extracts inhibit the in vitro
replication of SARS-CoV-2 and two of its variants

Attachment:
Jetzt noch sorgfältige Anmerkungen von Verena F:
Es gibt eine Heilpflanze, die vor schweren Verläufen schützt und keiner redet davon oder schaut in andere Länder!
Bitte unterzeichnet unsere bei der EU eingereichte Petition :
http://chng.it/8HXwHtkCqT
Der Verein Anamed fordert eine Notzulassung von der EU:
Jeder soll sich ab sofort wieder den Tee oder das Elixir in guter Qualität erwerben können! Wir brauchen jede Stimme. Danke �
Hier die Studien, Interviews und Pressemitteilungen für alle, die noch nicht überzeugt sind, nehmt Euch die Zeit und schaut rein �
Studie von MGC Pharma, die Artemisia annua anamed in Slovenien anbauen:
https://quoteapi.com/resources/da9866271f9d0071/announcements/mxc.asx/6A1012504/MXC_Announcement_6A1012504.pdf
- Studie in vitro by BioRxiv
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.01.08.425825v2
Interviews:
- Interview mit CEO von MGC Pharmaceuticals : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=04dKV8oDIqU
- Interview Dr Abreu:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FJSvfvcEmmY
Pressemitteilungen auf Deutsch:
- https://www.innovation-strukturwandel.de/de/beifuss-enthaelt-extrem-wirkstoff-artemisinin-2911.html
- https://www.fu-berlin.de/presse/informationen/fup/2020/fup_20_107-beifuss-corona/index.html
Reportagen und Interviews:
In Englisch:
Wie schon damals gegen Artemisia annua gegen Malaria gearbeitet wurde:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OvC4uSYprU8
University Kentucky baut auf Tabakfeldern an und ArtemiLife vertreibt es in Zusammenarbeit mir Dr. Peter Seeberger vom Max-Planck Institut:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3fSAQorkDqc
Gut erklärt wie Madagaskar Artemisia nutzt (Bevölkerung 28 Mio und ca. 500 Covidopfer)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0fc5e9d-cws&feature=youtu.be
Auf Deutsch:
- Interview mit Dr. Hanspeter Stobel: https://youtu.be/vKjJ8TW3Zsw
- 6 wertvolle Minuten über die Wirksamkeit gegen Covid:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VWpv-G72AOs
Und hier ein Video auf Engl. , das die Geschichte zeigt, wie geldsüchtige Monopolisten der Naturmedizin
Steine in den Weg legen:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C0GCAXu5zYA
Aber wenn wir alle gesund wären, würde die Pharmaindustie nichts mehr verdienen
Hier das kostenlose Rezept
Rezept zur Prophylaxe und Therapie bei Covid 19:
https://www.anamed-edition.com/de/neuigkeiten-anzeigen/corona-unverbindliche-rezepte-fuer-prophylaxe-und-therapie.html

